
Assessment Objective One: IDEAS Completed? 

Create a general mood board which is inspired by your starting point (the exam question). This should include lots of different images 

and some relevant words and ideas. Show the examiner your thought process! 

 

Create a more specific mood board which is inspired by the more specific theme you intend to develop in your project.  Again this 

should include lots of relevant sourced images and some key words based on your initial ideas. 

 

Take photographs. Take some photographs related to your specific theme. These are a starting point and are about working from 

observation – they are not supposed to be final outcomes!  

Make sure that you take lots of photographs, so that we can print out a contact sheet. On your contact sheet discuss which photos are 

successful and why and print these photos out larger for you to work from. 

 

Draw. Create some drawings from observation.  If possible draw from things in front of you. If not draw from your photographs. Draw in 

pencil, in pen and don’t forget mark-making and tone! Present these drawings creatively! 

 

Record from observation in different materials. Creating paintings / coloured pencil pieces/ mixed media / chalk / charcoal pieces 

when you are drawing from observation or from your photographs. This will show that you have explored ideas in different ways and will 

start to get you marks for A02. 

 

Manipulate your photographs. Work with your photographs in Photoshop and develop the way they look in several ways.  

Create a specific ideas board. Now that you have started to explore some ideas create an A4 / A3 sheets with the ideas which you like 

best / have most potential / you would like to explore. This can include photographs and drawings and maybe text. 

 

Find the work of Artists. Find the work of two or three Artists whose work you like and will be inspired by. Collect and present images 

of the Artists work. Create your own version of the Artists work, and then adapt one of their own pieces of work to tie it in more closely 

with your theme. 

 



 

Assessment Objective Two: Refinement 

Completed? 

Exploring materials using one image. Create one drawing based on your ideas work so far. Once it is photocopied work into the image 

using different materials (pencil tonal shading, pen, mark making, watercolours, acrylic, oil pastels, charcoal. Chalk, collage, ink, felt pens) 

 

Creating backgrounds. Create a range of small background samples related to your project theme which show use of a range of 

different materials (gum strip background, tissue paper, poly printed, black and white photocopies, newspaper collage, ink and wax, 

rolled printing ink, inked bubble wrap and plastic bags.) Tie each of these backgrounds into your theme by adding a small relevant image 

on each one. 

 

Mixing media and ideas. Create some ‘samples’ which combine different materials and backgrounds with the ideas that you have 

looked at in the initial part of the project. Begin by creating a background, and then create an image/images to go onto background which 

are closely linked or developed from your ideas work. You could add key words to these pieces of work. 

 

Assessment Objective Three: Development  

Look more closely at the work of an Artist. Choose a specific artist whose ideas / themes / techniques inspire you and link to the 

work you are making. Looking back at the range of materials you have explored in the refinement bit of the project, create at least two 

pieces of work which combine the experimental techniques / materials you feel have worked well and ideas inspired by this artist. 

 

TAKE A STEP BACK!  

Lay out and look at your work. It is a good idea to look at you work at this point and ensure that you can see a clear progression 

between what you have been doing throughout the project. Make sure that you have: collected and presented lots of different ideas 

skilfully. That you have experimented with a wide range of materials and techniques. That you have studied the work of an Artist/ Artists 

and that this HAS inspired your work!    - All of this done? … Let’s move on….! 

 

 



 

Assessment Objective Three: Development… Continued 

Completed? 

Develop YOUR ideas. Start to create more ‘complete’ pieces of work on a small scale. Work the ideas you are most interested in, show 

the way that you have been influenced by the Artist that you are studying, and develop your use of materials (work to your strength 

here!). 

 

Developing towards your personal response. Once you have created some developmental ‘more complete’ pieces of work, try to 

work on producing 2-3 ‘mock personal responses’. These should be pieces of work that you might ultimately develop into you final 

personal response and therefore they should: 1. Be completed to an incredibly high standard. 2.Show influence of your ideas and artist 

inspiration. 3. Show a very personal response to the exam question. 4.Show a mature handling of materials. 

 

 

Assessment Objective Three: Personal Response 

 

Mock personal response. Create a small version (no bigger than A4) of what you think you will produce in ten hour exam. Reflect upon 

this piece of work once it is complete. What is successful? What could be better? How could you improve it? 

 

THE PERSONAL RESPONSE! THE FINAL OUTCOME! THE FINALE! 

In your ten hour exam, create a final outcome which clearly draws together the themes, ideas, artists and materials that have developed 

and run throughout your project – make it great! 

 

 


